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ABSTRACT

This experimental research examines the effectiveness of singular or combined forms of different levels of apology and compensation on complainants' satisfaction, corporate image and word of mouth communication after going through complaint communication process in chat room environment. Customer attributions are also considered in this study to see how they affect complainants' satisfaction, corporate image and word of mouth when different strategies are used by customer representatives in the complaint communication process.

The result indicates that the strategy combining 'simple apology and high compensation' obtains highest degree of customer satisfaction. There are no singular or combined forms of apology and compensation with different levels that generate the best corporate image and the most positive word of mouth. However, for corporate image, there is an interactive effect by gender and complaint communication strategies in how complainants perceived the responsiveness of the company produced. Moreover, some dimensions of corporate image are mainly affected by gender factor.

There is no difference in delivering a simple apology or intensified apology in complaint handling communication. However, high level of compensation given in complaint communication process is more effective in generating complainants' customer satisfaction than low level of compensation response.

Concerning the factor of locus in customer attributions, there is no difference in using different forms of communication strategies as complaint communication responses on the effectiveness in obtaining customer satisfaction, good corporate image and positive word of mouth when complainants perceive the company having locus on the cause of service failure. For controllability, when complainants perceive the company as controlling the cause of service failure, using only either apology or compensation strategy is least effective in obtaining higher level of complainant's satisfaction and good corporate image. When complainants perceive the cause of the problem as stable, compensation (accompanied with or without apology) given in complaint communication process is more effective in generating customer satisfaction than merely using apology strategy.

This study is a useful contribution to customer relations professionals who develops complaint response strategies. It highlights in what situations and what combinations of apology and compensation are effective as complaint communication strategies that aid in improving company- customer relations in long term.
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